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RC Scale Aerobatics Text and photos by Rich Whitlow

So we began Friday’s activities. Our fearless Event Director Doug Pilcher 
consulted the weather rock to see how we would proceed … what? You 
don’t know what the weather rock is? 

Let me tell you the secret to directing a great event. This special rock will 
tell the event director if the contestants should fl y.

• Rock is dry: All is well; fl ight operations go on as scheduled.
• Rock is wet: It’s raining … well just a little rain, wheels up in 10!
• Rock is gone: It’s windy … but, not that windy; get in the air!

So after consulting the weather rock, we were able to get in one complete 
Unknown and Known round. Then we had a break before the banquet.

At the banquet, good food and fellowship were shared. Scores were 
posted, orders were posted, Unknowns were given out, and “Happy Birthday” was sung to our birthday boys: Carlos 
“Tuny” Silva, Michael “Trickshot” Landa, and Al Young.

Lastly, the President’s Diamond Award was presented to Doug Pilcher for everything he has done and sacrifi ced for 
IMAC—an award well deserved.

One more day of competition. Fly straight! 







RC Scale Aerobatics Scores
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In the early 1970s, some modelers felt that there was a declining 
interest in RC Pattern competition. Comments included that it was 
boring to watch, all of the airplanes looked alike, they fl ew too fast, 
and there was no spectator interest.

Jerry Nelson and Olie Olson, founding members of the 
International Miniature Aerobatic Club (IMAC), proposed a new 
event. Pilots would be judged on how well they could fl y specifi c 
maneuvers using models that looked like full-scale aerobatic 
aircraft. Unlike Pattern, a pilot’s entire fl ight, instead of just 
individual maneuvers, would be judged.

Olie tested the idea when he put on the fi rst National Multi-
Wing Championships, in Omaha, Nebraska, in 1973. Although 
Scale aircraft were not required, models had to be biplanes because 
that was the type of aircraft being fl own in full-scale aerobatic 
competitions.

Also for the championships, pilots had to include fi ve extra 
stunts, or freestyle maneuvers, between the required maneuvers. 
Bill Heger, fl ying this aircraft, won that fi rst event and the fi rst 
IMAC Nationals hosted by Sig Manufacturing Co., Montezuma, 
Iowa.

On Exhibit! National Model Aviation Museum Hours:
7 days a week 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

The museum had been looking for the Knight Twister—or at least 
plans for the model so a reproduction could be built—for years without 
luck. Then out of the blue, Jack Popenhager, a longtime friend of Bill’s, 
called asking if we might be interested in this airplane that his friend 
had competed with.

The Knight Twister is currently on display in the National Model 
Aviation Museum. Be sure you stop in and check it out!
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